
Vlex in Ontario Courthouse Libraries 

 

vlex Canadian Collection 

• Containing over 500,000 Canadian cases, reported and unreported,  
dating back to 1876 including: 
 Supreme Court of Appeal and appellate courts of Alberta,  

British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, the NWT,  
Nova Scotia, Nunavut, Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Yukon 

• Maritime Law Book series incl. Ontario Appeal Cases and ON Trial Cases 
• Legislation, draft bills 
• Legal Commentary, news, blogs, books & journals 
• Irwin Law - Essentials in Canadian Law Series (more below) 
• Updated daily with new cases, bills, commentary, etc. 
• vlex User Guide 

Irwin Law - Essentials in Canadian Law Series 

Containing over 300 books, this e-collection analyses the complex issues  
in a succinct and readable style, and in a manner that is probing  
and thoughtful.  With a focus on Canadian law as well as some international  
topics, the Irwin Law collection covers a wide range of practice areas.   

 
Vincent AI – reputable AI tool using Canadian cases 

vLex’s powerful AI tool: Vincent, is the first search and discovery aid of its kind to 
connect with one of the world’s largest legal databases – reducing risk, saving 
time and improving results using Canadian case law. Reputable AI for your use. 

Vincent's intuitive drag-and-drop interface enables you to upload a relevant 
document, whether it's a case, a skeleton argument, etc. You can also type or  
copy and paste relevant information into the text box as a starting point.    
Vincent will review your document and return a unique set of highly relevant 
search results in a matter of seconds, which would have taken hours to compile.  

vLex has enhanced Vincent AI’s capabilities to include a new feature called Case 
Analysis. Vincent, using large-scale language models, can now read cases, extract 
key information, and automatically produce summarised headnotes - helping 
legal professionals understand the important issues addressed in a judgment at 
a glance.  Vincent AI User Guide 

 Available as part of e-LiRN suite of resources in all Ontario courthouses. 

 Remote Access to vlex for lawyers who practice in Northern Ontario.   

 Training for lawyers is eligible for CPD - Professionalism accreditation 

https://vlexdotcom.justis.com/canadian-law/
https://vlexdotcom.justis.com/canadian-law/
https://rad-witty-paper.media.strapiapp.com/vlexjustis_user_guide_updated_July_2022_b34d94976d.pdf
https://irwinlaw.com/series/essentials-of-canadian-law/
https://vlex.com/vincent-ai
https://rad-witty-paper.media.strapiapp.com/New_Vincent_AI_Guide_614fe32bda.pdf
https://lirn.ca/electronic-resources-suite/
https://lirn.ca/vlex-remote-access-pilot-project/
https://lirn.ca/vlex-remote-access-pilot-project/
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